
M2S Stone 
 

 

Richard was watching the news about the poor children in Laos.  He was very upset about 

their living.  The children did not have a chance to go to school.  They didn't have enough 

food either.  Richard really wanted to help them.   



 
Before he went to bed, he read an ancient book that was given by his grandpa.  He learnt that 

if he could gather M stone, 2 stone and S stone, he could find a treasure.  

 



 
Therefore he planned to find the stones.  However, he didn’t know what the stones looked 

like, thus he found some information about them in the library. ‘Oh, each letter of M2S has 

its own meaning. “M” stands for the Bermuda Triangle, “2” means Puerto Rico, and “S” is 

the south of Florida.” Richard said.  

 



 
He needed to find a stone in each place and he lined up the places on the map and he got 

a ’CENTRE POINT’---Ancient Ocean Monument. “After I got the stones, I should go to 

the bottom of the Ocean Monument. There should be a room. When I put three stones 

together to form “M2S”, the stones will get their power and I will get the treasure to help the 

poor children.’ Richard said. 

 



 
Richard packed his baggage and went to find the ‘M2S Stone’. He went to the airport and 

flew to Bermuda. After his arrival, he started to find where ‘M’ stone was. However, 

Bermuda was too large that made Richard had no idea where he could find the ‘M’ stone.  

 



 
Finally he got the help of a professor who showed him an ancient map. He followed the 

clues on the map and finally he got in a mountain cave. He found the ‘M’ stone there but it 

was as huge as a monster! He could not take it! He thought for a while, then he had a good 

idea! He used a laser gun and cut the ‘M’ stone into small pieces and put them in his bag. 

The ‘M’ stone looked like very hard, but it was very soft and light!  

 



 
After he got the ‘M’ stone, he went to Puerto Rico to get the ‘2’ stone. When he was going to 

the Bermuda Airport, he twisted his ankle. He was sent to the hospital.  The doctors wanted 

him to stay at the hospital for a week but Richard refused. Therefore the doctor only tied his 

ankle with a scarf and comforted Richard. ‘Take care! It will be OK’. Then, Richard said 

goodbye to the doctor.  

 



 
When he arrived the Puerto Rico, he could easily find the ‘2’ stone in a desert with the help 

of another professor. The ‘2’ stone was full of prickles.  Richard got hurt when he tried to 

take it.  He was grateful to the doctor in Bermuda because he used his scarf to take the ‘2’ 

stone.  Before he left Puerto Rico, the professor told him that ‘S’ was a huge monster and he 

gave him some candies and a bottle of magic liquid.  He told Richard that those things might 

help him to get the ‘2’ stone.  

 



 
When he got out to Florida airport, he started to find the ‘S’ stone with the help of an 

adventurer.  They followed the map and at last they reached a jungle. They found a monster 

with a very big ‘S’ on his belly.  It was a very cruel monster.  When the monster saw them, it 

chased them and wanted to catch them.  Richard escaped behind a huge tree and he threw the 

candies to the monster. The monster became timid after it took the candies.  Then Richard 

threw the magic liquid to it and it became a stone.  Richard finally got the ‘S’ stone. 

 



 
After that he got a boat and went to the Ancient Ocean Monument. He found a spiral there, 

so he dived into the ocean.  He dived in the water for a very long time.  Suddenly he saw 

something shiny. He swam toward the light and he found a door over there. He saw three 

holes on the door and he put the stones in the holes.  The door opened automatically and he 

saw a lot of jewels, gold coins, bracelets etc.  He was grateful because he could help a lot of 

poor children in the world.     
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